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ABSTRACT
Knowledge transfer is one of knowledge management. Knowledge transfer based on local wisdom is very helpful in learning methods in schools and universities, especially at the outermost district in Indonesia. This study is research in one school that located in Bengkayang which is one of the districts the outermost in Indonesia that the student has behind from academic, computer ability, Indonesian language, English language, etc. Therefore this study aims to show the importance of knowledge transfer based on local wisdom in learning in this school. The aim of this research is show that knowledge transfer based on local wisdom is very helpful in learning method especially at district Bengkayang, one of the outermost district in Indonesia.

INTRODUCTION

This school, namely school A was established in Bengkayang, one of the districts the outermost in Indonesia. School A has provided learning facilities, lecturer, infrastructure facilities (computer laboratory, multimedia laboratory, Learning Management System (LMS), Academic Information System (AIS), WIFI, etc.). But local knowledge of students is under the standard from graduate high school, for the example math skills, ability to analyze, computer ability, Indonesian and English language, etc. This has been revealed by workshop West Borneo Governor in 2010. That lowest of local knowledge has pursue the implementation of knowledge transfer from tacit to tacit, tacit to explicit in lectures process.

Based on the previous research "Blended Learning Method Based On Local Wisdom As A Spiritual Guidance of Holy Trinity Community in Bengkayang District" is the implementation of blended learning method to Holy Trinity Community based on local wisdom which is very helpful for members to learn spirituality. Similarly, the approach through local wisdom in the community greatly influences the aspect of spirituality in the life of a society (Helena, 2016). Therefore, School A implement knowledge transfer based on local wisdom with buddy program approach.

This buddy program participated from a number of students who act as mentor of academic (MA) and mentor of integrity (MI). Mentor of academic(MA) has academic competence while mentor of integrity (MI) has integrity competence as measured in the accumulation point of ICP
METHOD

This research use qualitative methods the phenomenology approach. The focus of this research was knowledge transfer with local wisdom base in school A, Bengkayang. This study analyzes learning method with buddy program that has been implement in STIM Shanti Bhuana. The methods in this research were through observation, in-depth interview, and study literature. The observation included description knowledge transfer with buddy program. The interview and observation of this research involved 70 students school A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Local wisdom Bengkayang community
Local wisdom of Bengkayang community is closely related to the method of learning. There are some local wisdom of Bengkayang community that is as follows:

First; majority of people’s livelihood in district Bengkayang is planters, farmer, rubber incisions, etc. (Prisca, 2016). Their lives is very flat, relax to wait the harvest. Their food has always been available in nature so they doesn’t difficult to sufficient their need.

Fig 1. Communal life school A student

Second; majority of Bengkayang people is Dayak who have a communal society with life together. This can be seen in the lives of people who still live in their customary homes, Betang house which consisting of several families.

Fig 2. The Front View of Betang House
Fig 3. The Side View of Betang House

Third; the lagging of local knowledge has impacted from the limited of telecommunication facilities. Telecommunication facilities such as television must use a satellite dish as a signal catcher. Similarly, the signal telecommunication devices such as cellular phones is difficult to find in some place in Bengkayang and can only be reached in areas with a signal transmitter.

Local constraint of Bengkayang community that appears in students.
First; habits to waiting the harvest of their life impact to way student’s learn. Therefore, students need a motivator to their life that motivation to their learn habits. In addition, it also affects the student’s learning type which consists of kinestetik, visual and auditory.

Second; this communal society has a habit of gathering with friends, having fun to closely their friendship. This can be seen from the priority of life is have fun or gathering with friend then study.

Third; the restricted of local knowledge Bengkayang people about the outside world caused that lack of availability information example television, mass media etc. That local knowledge about academic, globalization, etc. are impact to knowledge transfer such as tacit to tacit, tacit to explicit, explicit to tacit knowledge students.

Buddy Program
This program is a mentoring program that the older level student who have a learning experience both academically and integrity coach the lower student. During this semester, student of class 2017 is accompanied by MA MI from students of class 2016. Currently there are 5 groups of buddy in each study program. One buddy group consists of one mentor of academic (MA) and one mentor of integrity who coach 5 allievo/allieva.

In every lecture week provided mentoring time that can be done inside or outside the classroom depending on the work program MA/MI. In dormitory, allievo and allieva study together with mentors academic or mentor integrity. In the mean time knowledge transfer is work between mentors and their allievo/allieva as motivator.

In the other side, STIM Shanti Bhuana made the workshop "Smart Learning" which has been known that 60% of students have kinesthetc learning type , 15% auditory type and 25% visual learning type . Students with kinesthetics learning type have characteristics to imitate and move, auditory type characteristics are as listeners whereas visual type characteristics are observers. From this it can be concluded that they have a tendency to imitate and prefer learning by practice. Therefore, MA/MI can motivate and be a guidance for their allievo/allieva in everyday life and practice integrity through dormitory duties, they can practices how to be entrepreneur and manager that has been implemented through bazaar which the student can practice their management and entrepreneurship ability. Therefore knowledge transfer is more easily to be done through field practice.
Approach
Learning method with buddy program help resolve local constraints in school A. At the first local constraint, there is a mentor academic and mentor integrity as motivator and facilitator knowledge transfer of student learning. This accompaniment is done in everyday life both in college life and dormitory life. At school, school A places special time for mentoring buddy program, and can also be done during dormitory time. In dormitory life, students and their mentors learn together about integrity through performing dormitory duties and personality coaching through the mentor's own personality. This is very helpful that the student have a 60% kinesthetic student learning type who practices field practice with a mentor.

The second local constraint, in the dormitory life, the student have habits low learning passion that be basic of the student do their task and study hard. Mentoring of buddy program is very helpful to motivate and be guidance academic and integrity especially about efficiency and effectiveness of study such as study time and field practice.

The third local constraint, the lagging of owned local knowledge majority of students are so high that it inhibits knowledge transfer both tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Buddy program is very helpful knowledge transfer can be done with a specific type of student learning.
Knowledge transfer through the buddy program is closely related to local knowledge, local wisdom and student culture which includes from a renaissance construction. (Meliono, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Motivation in learning</td>
<td>Motivation to learn</td>
<td>Increased student's motivation to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Practice field</td>
<td>Work practice</td>
<td>Facilitate knowledge transfer of student with kinesthetic type learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mentoring</td>
<td>Mentoring</td>
<td>Effective and efficient learning and increased local knowledge of student</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Knowledge transfer based on local wisdom on student learning in the outermost is very helpful for improvement of local knowledge of student. Buddy program is very good learning method to knowledge transfer based on local wisdom especially in Bengkayang district, one of the outermost district in Indonesia
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